ILLUSTRATION MATERIALS LIST

First class and following.

Pencils/eraser/portable sharpener-2b, 4, 5 or 6 b, 2h
**Sketchbook with drawing paper, or spiral pad, about 11 x 17
Ideally suitable for light wash too, such as Strathmore Drawing Paper Pad, 400 Series
Layout Bond, 16 lb., 50 sheets, 11 x 14
1 pack white or light color rectangular post-its-about index card size
drawing pen with permanent black ink and med point
tracing paper pad, about 11 x14 or slightly larger
writing notebook
water container
ruler

**If you like to use or have used water color, markers, or colored pencils, and would like to use them for this class, please choose a suitable pad of paper for that media. Gouache or acrylic, same.

During the first class we will choose media for individual preferences. Some people may want to use collage, photo, drawing or painting media. It will depend upon your unique goal and level. My preference is that you wait to purchase the rest until after we meet.

Please bring any samples of your work/writing/book idea that you want to share with me so that I can have a better idea of what you want and need.